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Entry 16: “Confederate Camp” 
 

“The season had been dry and most of the small streams were dried up, causing us great 

suffering from thirst. This was aggravated by the day being rather warm and the roads dusty. 

Some of our guards were chewing bullets as a relief, and I begged one from a rebel riding by my 

side. He dropped the bullet he was chewing into his hand, and gave it to me. It was in my own 

mouth in an instant. Squeamishness was thrown to the winds…. 

 “Occasionally we were halted for a few minutes rest. At the word we fell prone to the earth, 

with such a wonderful feeling of relief. All too soon would come the dreaded: “Forward march,” 

and our toil and torture would recommence…. 

 “Other prisoners were clinging to the tails of the rebel’s horses. I followed their example, and 

found the scheme excellent. 

  “About dark we reached a stream, and went into camp among a lot of young trees. …. 

 “For the first time, the rebels issued rations to us…. 

 “I was at a loss what to do with our provision, when Sergeant John Kemp spread a large 

pocket handkerchief on the ground, and upon it mixed our flour into a stiff dough, and gave each 

man as near an equal share as possible. Mine was about the size of an ordinary biscuit. I took a 

forked twig, wrapped my dough about it, and held it in the fire until it was partly cooked, and 

partly burnt. I ate it with a relish, and wished I could have it duplicated many times.”  

 

 

Reader, Samuel J., “Samuel J. Reader’s Autobiography, Volume 3” (Kansas Historical Society, 

www.kansasmemory.org/item/206900), 254-268 transcription, 59-66 part 2 handwritten. 

  

About this source: In 1864 Samuel Reader joined the Second Kansas militia when General Sterling 

Price threatened to invade eastern Kansas with his Confederate troops.  Reader kept a daily diary 

and later wrote an autobiography using entries from his diary. The handwritten autobiography also 

contains illustrations drawn by Reader. A digitized copy of the original autobiography, and a typed 

transcript of it, can be found on the Kansas Historical Society’s website, Kansas Memory 

kansasmemory.org. 
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